+ AND MONEY
GTECH FITNESS SAVES TIME
USING B2B NINJA
+
GTech Fitness is a supplier of exercise equipment to schools, colleges, and military
bases around the country. In a market dominated by huge distributors, their goal is
to compete by offering the best possible price.

The Problem
GTech Fitness was spending too much time and money keeping up with quotes. They
were using a quote management system that did not integrate into BigCommerce,
causing repeated manual data entry and major headaches.

The Solution
B2B Ninja is an affordable tool that integrates seamlessly into BigCommerce, allowing
for a company to receive, respond to, and manage quotes all in one place.

The Result
GTech Fitness reduced 95% of the time initially spent on quote management by using
B2B Ninja’s affordable app to eliminate the use of separate and expensive quote
building tools, slashing their overhead costs.

“It’s the best investment I have ever made for this business.”
- Scott Gutschke, CEO of GTech Fitness
Managing customer quotes and custom pricing for your products can be an
exhausting, chaotic and inefficient process. B2B Ninja will not only alleviate these
pains but revolutionize your quoting process.
Customers Build
their Quote

Quickly Review, Edit,
and Send Quotes

Seamlessly Transition
from Quote to Order

Customers build
their own quote
request directly from
your BigCommerce
storefront

Team members can
easily review, edit, and
modify quotes from the
B2B Ninja dashboard

Quotes can include
a checkout link
so customers can
complete their
purchase from the cart
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The GTech Fitness Success Story
GTech Fitness got its start in 2007. Since then, they’ve grown to distribute exercise
equipment to a wide range of customers, including high schools, colleges, and the
military.
Competing against much larger companies, it is a priority that GTech Fitness keep
their overhead costs low to stay competitive.
GTech’s old quote management system was expensive. Worse than that, it didn’t
integrate into BigCommerce. This meant they had to enter data multiple times into
multiple platforms, wasting time and money and creating more opportunities for
human error.
That’s when GTech Fitness discovered B2B Ninja, and it’s revolutionized the way they
do business.
B2B Ninja integrates seamlessly with BigCommerce, eliminating the need for
repetitive manual entry and saving GTech Fitness time and money.
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Cost Control for a Competative Edge
GTech Fitness’ CEO, Scott shares his experience using B2B Ninja and the impact it has
had on his business.
In the fitness equipment market, customers place a priority on getting the best
possible price. Quality and service matter, but price is the determining factor in
whether a customer orders from you or from your competitors. Keeping overhead
costs under control is crucial.
GTech gets a large percentage of their business from schools, government facilities,
and military bases, which almost always require quotes get approved before an order
goes in.
This led to GTech getting bogged down in the quote management process. GTech
was using a separate system to manage their quotes and that system did not
integrate with BigCommerce. They would spend their time importing products into
this system and go back and forth to make sure prices were updated. Customer data
was entered manually. Quotes were generated manually. When customers were ready
to buy, they called GTech to place the order. It was a huge drain on GTech’s time.
“That’s where B2B Ninja has eliminated 95% of that work,” Scott says.
The customer inputs their own
data. B2B Ninja generates the
quote requests, and the sales
staff at GTech Fitness sees
what bulk discounts they can
offer the customer before
sending the quote back to
go through the customer’s
approval process. From there,
the customer can check out
online with the push of a
button.
“It just takes so much of
the work out of the quoting
process and that’s freed me up
to grow my business in other
areas. And that’s what it’s all
about.”
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A Better Solution at a Better Price
Scott searched for a quoting solution that would save his business time and money.
Solutions were few and far between.
The options available proved inadequate for GTech Fitness. Compared to Quote Ninja,
they were more expensive with less functionality. Even if they helped generate quotes,
they didn’t offer customers the ability to place an order themselves through GTech’s
storefront. Sales staff would still have to place final orders themselves.
Then Scott discovered Quote Ninja. Between the amount of labor Quote Ninja has
saved GTech Fitness and the responsive and attentive service they’ve received, Scott
hasn’t looked back since.
“I’ve said on several occasions, it’s the best investment I have ever made for this
business. Bar none.”
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SCHEDULE YOUR DEMO TODAY BY VISITING
B2BNINJA.COM
B2B Ninja can help you manage quotes in a variety of ways

B2B Ninja

Fully integrated
with BigCommerce

Product SKUs, descriptions, price, and more automatically
update when modified in BigCommerce

Easy for Customers

Customers can build their own quote directly from
product and cart pages

Eliminate Manual
Data Entry

Customers can fill out their own requests which show up
in your B2B Ninja Dashboard

Seamless Checkout
from Quote

When a quote is sent, it includes a custom checkout link
which auto-populates the BigCommerce cart with all
SKUs and discounts applied

Custom Quote
Templates

Create fully custom quote templates that fit your
branding perfectly

Quote Status
Tracking

Track whether or not a quote has been opened,
responded to, ordered, or delivered

Build Quotes from
Scratch

Create your own quotes for customers easily selecting
SKUs from your BigCommerce store

PDF Quote Creation

Easily send HTML quotes with a copy of the quote in .pdf
format attached

Mobile Optimized

Send quotes on the go, no app necessary

World Class
Support

Amazing support comes standard with all B2B Ninja
plans
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